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Reviewer's report:

Discretionary revisions
1. Consider delete table 2, table 3 and Figure 1

Minor essential revisions

Introduction,
1. Please explain fQRS the first time it is mentioned

Methods,
2. Please explain "including history of significant CAD" in the manuscript and mention this in patient demographics

Results,
3. Roman numeral are used as table numbers in this section. but not in tables
4. To many decimals in "95%CI".Please delete one decimals
5. Did any of the patients have renal insufficiency? Please clarify in manuscript
6. Please clarify "and 16 had double-vessel lesions". In table 3 different numbers are listed. Do you mean balanced coronary system?
7. "The specificity of fQRS in anterior ECG lead IV was the highest (93.33%)". Change 93.33 % to 81.82%

Discussion,
8. Delete the first 2 sentences. It is confusing to mention STEMI as the focus in the section is on NSTEMI
9. In paragraph "2. ECG analysis" change "(Figure II)" to Table 4

Conclusion,
10. Move limitation to a section on limitations
11. Figure 2 is not mentioned in the manuscript

Major compulsory revisions
1. Include a paragraph on limitations
Methods,
2. Please clarify if patients with prior MI were included and if this is the case they should be excluded as "Presence or absence of the Q wave" is a part of fQRS
3. "CAG was performed on all the patients to confirm the diagnosis of NSTEMI". Please delete this sentence. CAG is not a diagnostic criterion for NSTEMI.

Discussion,
4. "This may be associated with the fact that the number of risk factors and complications are high in elderly patients (8,9)". Is this the case in this study in > 65 years, please clarify in manuscript

Conclusion,
5. Please add in the conclusion section the clinical relevance of identifying culprit lesions on prior PCI ECG’s
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